Press Releases

The Office of Public Affairs showcases NNSA’s latest news and current events for media outlets around the world.

Mar 22, 2011
U.S. Department of Energy Releases Radiation Monitoring Data from Fukushima Area
Today the U.S. Department of Energy released data recorded from its Aerial Monitoring System as well as ground detectors deployed along with its Consequence Management Response Teams. The information has also been shared with the government of Japan as part of the United States’ ongoing efforts to support Japan with the recovery and response effort.

Mar 15, 2011
ADVISORY: NNSA Releases Pictures, Video of Consequence Management Response Teams Deploying to Japan
The National Nuclear Security Administration, a semi-autonomous agency within the U.S. Department of Energy, has released photographs and video of its Consequence Management Response Teams deploying from Nellis Air Force Base in Las Vegas, Nevada, to assist Japanese efforts in the response to the March 11 earthquake and tsunami.

Mar 8, 2011
NNSA’s Nevada National Security Site Fire Stations Receive LEED Gold Certification

Mar 8, 2011
NNSA’s Cielo Supercomputer Approved for Classified Operation

Mar 2, 2011
NNSA Administrator Testifies on NNSA’s Role in Implementing President Obama’s Nonproliferation and Nuclear Security Agenda
In second day of hearings, Administrator highlights NNSA Budget Request for Nonproliferation and Naval Reactors Programs

Mar 1, 2011
Administrator Highlights President’s Investment in NNSA before the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Energy and Water Development

Feb 25, 2011
NNSA Commissions Radiation Detection Equipment at Kaohsiung Harbor, Taiwan

Curious about NNSA history? Check out our interactive timeline to learn about our historic accomplishments!

View NNSA Timeline
Feb 25, 2011  
NNSA Conducts Radiological Training in Malaysia

Feb 24, 2011  
NNSA Announces Safety Professional of the Year Awards

Feb 24, 2011  
U.S., Russia Celebrate Graduation of Nuclear Security Experts
NNSA and Russian Universities Develop Next Generation of Russian Nuclear Safeguards and Security Experts

Feb 22, 2011  
U.S., Lithuania Expand Cooperation to Prevent Nuclear Smuggling

Feb 22, 2011  
NNSA Launches Gulf Nuclear Energy Infrastructure Institute to Promote Nuclear Safety and Security

Feb 18, 2011  
NNSA Participates in Sandia Ceremony Honoring Sen. Domenici
Ceremony marks rededication of facility as Pete V. Domenici National Security Innovation Center

Feb 17, 2011  
NNSA’s Cutting Edge Science and Research on Display at Annual AAAS Meeting
Several individuals from nuclear security enterprise elected as fellows

Feb 17, 2011  
NNSA Administrator Addresses 2011 Energy Communities Alliance Annual Conference
D’Agostino: FY 2012 Budget Request Invests in the Future, Supports Communities Hosting NNSA Sites

Feb 16, 2011  
NNSA Administrator Highlights Obama Administration’s Commitment to Nuclear Security at Annual Deterrence Summit

Feb 16, 2011  
NNSA Defense Programs Announces Quarterly Awards

Feb 16, 2011  
NNSA’s Kansas City Plant Meets Major Milestone with Completion of Nuclear Safety Part Called “MSAD”

Feb 15, 2011  
NNSA Symposium Highlights Areas of Physical Science Relevant to Stockpile Stewardship
Stewardship Science Academic Alliances Symposium to be held Feb. 15-17

Feb 14, 2011  
FY2012 Budget Request Includes Critical Investment in Nuclear Security Enterprise
President Obama Requests $11.8 Billion to Invest in the Future, Implement the President’s National Security Agenda and Continue to Improve the Way NNSA Does Business

http://www.nnsa.energy.gov/mediaroom/pressreleases
Feb 7, 2011
NNSA Exceeds Contribution Goal in Annual Combined Federal Campaign

Feb 3, 2011
NNSA Y-12 National Security Complex Transfers $8 million of Equipment to DoD for Reapplication

Feb 1, 2011
NNSA Conducts Inaugural Border Protection Workshop in West Africa

Feb 1, 2011
NNSA Physicist Recognized as one of the Top 100 “History Makers in the Making”

Jan 28, 2011
National Nuclear Science Week Day 5: NNSA Highlights Cutting-Edge Nuclear Science Facilities